I. Introduction¹
Th e confl ict concerning bilingual place-name signs in Carinthia tested the Austrian constitutional state and the authority of the Austrian constitution. Decisions of the Constitutional Court remained unimplemented and minority rights-arising from international and constitutional obligations of Austriawere repeatedly made subject to negotiations between the federal government and the regional and local authorities in Carinthia.² In 2011-56 years after signing the Austrian State Treaty³ that guaranteed the minority rights concerned-a political process brought an end to the place-name sign issue. It was framed by the interests of the opposing confl ict parties and therefore led to a renegotiation of the right on bilingual topography and the right to use the minority language as the offi cial language before courts and public authorities. As a result, the amendment of the Austrian Federal Act on National Minorities (Volksgruppengesetz, VoGrG)4 regulates both rights in Carinthia and Burgenland partly on the level of constitutional law to ensure a stable and permanent solution of the confl ict.5 To some degree, this regulation contradicts basic constitutional obligations and can therefore only be understood as the result of a political process that tried to bring together the opposing interests of the various parties involved in the confl ict. It is thus characterized by the chief of the division on constitutional law in the Carinthian government as a solution that could-because of the vague formulation of the minority rights in the Austrian State Treaty-only be "no juristic, no exactly scientifi cally justifi able […] , but in the end a political one".6 Without an analysis of its historical and political context, this solution, as well as the confl ict and its eff ects on law, cannot be understood. It illuminates the vast challenges the dispute about bilingual topography set up for the constitutional state until its end and explains the specifi cs of the (partly) controversial outcome.
II. Background and Recent Developments
Th e 2011 amendment of the Volksgruppengesetz implemented Austria's international and constitutional duties based in Article 7(Z)(3) of the Austrian State Treaty.7 Th e vague formulation of this article set the ground for the later disputes about its implementation, for it did not explicitly regulate in what "administrative and judicial districts" with what percentage of "mixed populations" what kinds of "topographical terminology and inscriptions" had to be erected. It remained to the Austrian Constitutional Court to answer these questions within its judiciary.8
Th erefore, the spectrum of prior eff orts to solve the place-name sign question was wide. Th e Ortstafelgesetz 1972, which was passed through the Austrian
